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ABSTRACT 
 
To eradicate the violence from a nation, this type of article could help. After reviewing 
information, we could say that violence was common in our ancestry, but this is possible 
to overcome through understanding the human and animal behaviour. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Humanity has always been fascinated and horrified by the darker side of human nature. 
Rebellion, retribution, jealousy, and murder all happened within the first biblical family. 
Recent reductions of criminal violence also probably involved physical environmental 
influences. Genetic causes cannot explain the recent decline of violence. High sociability, 
cooperative nature, human cultural systems entail selection pressure for a quality still 
poorly defined―emotional intelligence [1]. There had to be some role for coalitional 
male violence in human evolution, male gangs fought with a view to taking over 
territory and access to females. Tribal and band societies are presented as lesser beings, 
violent and brutish as wild predators. It is thus crucial to factor in the impact of alcohol 
and the history of colonial and structural violence in our reflections about the 
environmental causes of physical violence. During a two-million-year history human 
brains expanded especially the frontal lobes and prefrontal cortex. Morality of our 
evolutionary history older than religion and older than our species. We humans may yet 
again find peace more to our advantage than war [2]. The incidence of violence is 
common in all living creatures especially in males. This is one kind of instinct and 
sometimes important for their livelihood. For protecting themselves and searching of 
catching foods, this is an important behaviour. If unwanted aggression comes this could 
be an offense or threatened to another organisms. Unwanted violence makes a hazard to 
the society as well as on family members. Domestic violence of males in a family creates 
painful psychological issues in their body especially children. Children do not forget 
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those bad memories in their brain, and sometimes this could lead suicide. History says 
that from the very beginning males were used to fight to each other and that time those 
fighting and aggression were the only qualification of males. Not only humans but also in 
other animals’ males are usually more muscular than females, so they show their power 
naturally. At the present context, consciousness and power of knowledge give us correct 
way to behave to other people. Some movies are more focused with violence and 
sometimes those could not be swallowed especially weak-hearted people. Excess 
secretion of testosterone and adrenaline plays a role to do this unwanted violence. Many 
psychological disturbances promote unwanted violence to others. In any mental 
hospitals, we handle many psychological patients and most of them are violent to 
others. Motivation, physiotherapy as well as good behaviour with them sometimes could 
give us solution. Sexual violence on female child is the second issue in this field. Ultimate 
violence kills huge innocent people of the society. At the time of aggression, the facial 
appearance will be different [3]. Naturally birds do not have facial muscles, so they 
could not express their aggression only devoid of fluffing of the feathers after courtship 
[4]. Very violent person sometimes could show very smart activity that is really 
appreciable. In fact, this is an abnormal activity of human hormones. In our body we 
have many hormones [5]. A child grows up with the childish way, female baby, male 
baby, and old-aged people will be treated differently. Parents children relationship will 
be good always in a family. A good-mannered movie could be an example for everybody. 
All people should be engaged with their hobbies and of course this is good for handle 
their mind. We need to control our body, brain, soul, and mind [6]. The objective of this 
review is to mention the history of the violence in man and animals. 
 
 
Violence in animals:  
 
In animals especially apes (gorilla, chimpanzee, gibbon, orang-utan) exhibit lot of 
violence to others. At the time of breeding season some males show very painful sexual 
violence to the females. Sometimes some females cannot survive smoothly and young 
also for the predation of males in a community. In animal kingdom naturally males are 
adapted to catch the preys, so they need aggression, whereas females are calm and very 
affectionate to their young and male partner too. Other males think the young as their 
competitor, so sometimes they kill those young. For avoiding such aggression of males 
sometimes females go far from the males at the time of birth or caring their young. In 
Bangladesh, violence on animals especially street dogs are vulnerable on this issue. 
Local people throw hot water on dogs, cut their tail and ear, castration (spaying), and 
break the legs are very common phenomena [7]. Herbivore animals are less violent than 
carnivores.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
In our educational institutions we could imply a chapter on violence for providing clear 
conception on violence with their remedies or solution. Nobody likes violence but very 
common in everywhere and at any moments. Everybody should know that violence will 
come suddenly, so need to understand those people who are violent or understand the 
behaviour of all the family members. Precaution is the real solution for avoiding such 
bad acts in the society or family. Normally a violent human shows very normal physical 
and mental attitude to the other persons, so sometimes very difficult to understand the 
coming events. To understand human behavioural psychology is always appreciated and 
the basic knowledge on this issue need to implement for everybody. Bad companies to 
our students could enhance many violence. Violent child could kill their parents, so we 
should carefully handle our children at any cost. A family history of aggression could 
help us to avoid this act. Positive thinking, passing time with good hobbies, maintaining 
a healthy lifestyle, and at the end of the day a proper rest could make you fresh for the 
next day without any violence. 
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